
Author. Speaker. Survivor. Advocate.
Survival to Success Strategist

Kelly is remarkable.

We can all learn from her strength, from confronting and accepting 
her past, to looking forward and outward and then using her 
experiences to help others. Kelly is remarkable.

Melissa Downes, TV & Radio Presenter

Kel has my attention every time she speaks

Her motivation comes from her vulnerability as she shares real life 
stories and what she has learnt through her experiences. She has 
my attention every time she speaks. She leaves you feeling inspired, 
encouraged and ready to live life with real resilience. Anyone who 
books Kelly in to speak will be left wanting her again.

Neil Milton, General Manager, ChildSafe Australia

Kelly Humphries is a survivor of child sexual 
abuse, a law enforcement officer, ambassador, 
author, and advocate.
Kel is extremely passionate about breaking cycles of abuse 
through multiple platforms and is a compelling and powerful 
speaker, knowledgeable and witty panelist and emcee. 
She advocates on various print and social media platforms 
and is in the process of building a number of courses to help 
trauma survivors, and the leaders who support them.

A powerful voice for survivors across the world on all parts 
of the journey- Kel’s unique perspective means she knows 
only too well what it takes to overcome and find light in the 
darkness. Authentic, transformative and intuitive, Kel’s heart 
is to empower leaders, inspire legacy and promote change in 
a space that is rarely spoken aloud.

Through her raw and vulnerable approach, coupled with her
wit and her incredible courage, Kel has inspired countless 
individuals to find healing, hope and the courage to be seen 
and soar.

Past Speaking Events

Kelly has been featured in

Connect with Kelly
kel@kellyhumphries.com 
facebook.com/KellyHumphriesSpeaker/
instagram.com/kellyhumphries.author.speaker/
linkedin.com/in/kelly-humphries-764b638b/

Speaking Topics
· Unscathed Beauty - From Survival to Success
· The Adult Survivor - A Yearning For Unlearning
· The Unforgiving Noose of Child Abuse - Linking a domestic 
  violence epidemic to unresolved and embedded generational trauma.

Kel is available to speak on a range of related topics, and is able to customise 
keynotes to meet the needs of your audience. Please contact Kel and discuss. 

Course Topics (Under Development)
· Finding Your Unscathed Beauty - A course designed for survivors,
  and for those who support them. (Coming Soon) 
· Present with Passion and Power for Influence and Impact -
  Find your secret source and share your passion and your story to
  make a difference. 


